Introduction {#sec1}
============

Several base modifications have been found to be endogenous products of chemical or biological processes in a living system and they may play a significant role in regulating the cellular function or pathogenesis. A number of nonconventional nucleotide bases have been investigated and identified as epigenetic marks. Methylation of cytosine at C5 position by DNA methyltransferase enzyme (DNMT)^[@ref1]^ produces 5-methylcytosine (5mC), the "fifth base" that has long been known to play a central role in gene repression via epigenetic regulation.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ Oxidative products of mC catalyzed by ten eleven translocation (TET) family proteins ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, panel A), 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC),^[@ref4],[@ref5]^ 5-formylcytosine (5fC),^[@ref6]^ and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC)^[@ref6]^ were established as intermediates in the reversal process of 5mC-mediated gene repression by converting 5mC back to unmodified cytosine. In addition to cytosine modification, recent studies on 8-oxoguanine (8oxG) distribution in genome^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ and 8oxG involvement in gene regulation^[@ref9]−[@ref12]^ have proposed a role of modified guanosine as an epigenetic mark in addition to its well-known trait as a hallmark of oxidative DNA damage. Research studies and new findings in the field of epigenetics have surged during the last decade, especially analytical works to identify, map,^[@ref13]^ and quantify^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ the level of the epigenetic mark in genome and tissue as well as elucidate these modifications role in epigenetics. Further investigation on the structural biology of the epigenetic marked DNA may shed some light to explain how these modified bases orchestrate gene regulation.

![(A) Chemical structures of epigenetic bases and (B) epigenetic base containing CG decamers used in this study.](ao0c00120_0004){#fig1}

Z-DNA, the noncanonical left-handed structure of DNA, has been shown to play a role in gene regulation as previously demonstrated by the activation of human colony-stimulating 1 (CSF1) gene^[@ref16]^ and upregulation of *c-myc*([@ref17]) through Z-DNA formation located near the promoter region. The epigenetic role of Z-DNA has recently been investigated in the regulation of disintegrin and metalloprotease domain-containing protein 12 (ADAM-12) gene.^[@ref18]^ The Z-DNA-forming sequence conserved in the negative regulatory element (NRE) has been demonstrated to be crucial in the ADAM-12 gene regulation. Interaction between the Z-DNA-forming sequence in NRE of ADAM-12 and methyl-CpG-binding protein (MBP), MeCP2, is found to be involved in the cross-talk between MeCP2 and transcription factor,^[@ref19]^ hence suggesting the role of Z-DNA in epigenetics. A number of factors have been shown to promote canonical B-DNA conversion to a less thermodynamic stable Z-DNA including pyrimidine purine track as in the CpG repeated sequences, monovalent cations,^[@ref20]^ bivalent cations,^[@ref21]−[@ref23]^ polyamines,^[@ref24]−[@ref28]^ Z-DNA binding proteins,^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ and base modifications.^[@ref31]−[@ref33]^ Covalent modifications of nucleotide bases have been linked to the alteration of the Watson--Crick structure of DNA such that they may affect the canonical base pairing and destabilize the B-DNA structure, while, in contrast, they may stabilize and promote the formation of unique secondary structures. Z-DNA stabilization by 5mC in CG repeated sequences^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ is one of early finding on how the base modification affects the DNA structure, which, in turn, conceives the biological effect including recognition by IgG^[@ref36]^ and M\**Hha*I enzyme.^[@ref37]^ Several modifications on the C8 position of guanine such as 8-methyl,^[@ref31]^ 8-aryl,^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ and 8-oxo^[@ref38]^ have been associated with Z-DNA promotion through steric hindrance that causes unfavorable energy to *anti*-conformation of the purine nucleosides in B-DNA.

With cumulative findings that prerequisite of some epigenetic events involves Z-DNA-promoting factors, i.e., repeated CpG sequence and Z-DNA-promoting epigenetic bases, for instance, 5mC and 8oxG, investigating the potential of Z-DNA connection in epigenetic regulation is an interesting idea to shed some light on the mechanistic process of epigenetics. Enzymatic metabolism of 5mC from TET produces 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC, which have been shown to play an important part in epigenetic regulation. Recent studies on 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC have reported no global effect of CG hexamer^[@ref39]^ and CG-containing dodecamer on B-DNA conformation,^[@ref40]^ while 5fC has been shown to promote the formation of F-DNA.^[@ref40]^ Although the previous study reported no sign of Z-DNA formation characterized for 5hmC-, 5fC-, and 5caC-containing oligos,^[@ref40]^ the experiment was performed at a relatively low salt condition where Z-DNA formation is restricted due to the limit of the stabilizing effect of a cation. Therefore, to clearly answer how the TET-catalyzed products of 5mC affect Z-DNA, our study was performed in conditions that allow seeing B-DNA-to-Z-DNA conversion in comparison with 5mC and 8oxG, the well-established epigenetic bases that promote Z-DNA formation.

Circular dichroism (CD) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) were the main techniques used to study and characterize the conformation of Z-DNA-prone sequence CG decamers that contain epigenetic bases. Molecular dynamic (MD) simulation and free energy calculation of CG decamers containing 5mC, 5hmC, 5fC, 5caC, and 8oxG ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, panel B) were conducted to complement the experimental results and provide further detail on the DNA structure including the global and local effects of the epigenetic bases on the CG repeated sequences. The effect of 5mC products on Z-DNA formation will be an important piece of information to help elucidate and envision the role of Z-DNA in epigenetics.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

CD Studies to Examine B-DNA-to-Z-DNA Transition of 5mC-, 5hmC-, 5fC-, 5caC-, and 8oxG-Containing CG Decamers {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Spectrophotometric analysis has long been used to study the secondary structure of nucleic acids. The CD experiment provides the spectra that corresponded to the DNA conformation of our interest, B-DNA and Z-DNA. The spectra of B-DNA give negative ellipticity around 250 nm and positive ellipticity around 280 nm, which is in contrast to that of Z-DNA, which has a unique negative ellipticity of around 290 nm and a positive one of around 250 nm. The effect of 5mC on Z-DNA promotion has been studied extensively. It is well-known that the methylation on C5 of cytosine can promote the transition of B-DNA to Z-DNA in short CG repeated sequences^[@ref34],[@ref41],[@ref42]^ and poly CG.^[@ref37]^ Higher degree of methylation has the additional effect of promoting Z-DNA formation, as has been demonstrated in our previous work.^[@ref42]^ In addition, a fully methylated CG is more prone to B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition when compared to hemimethylated CG. The objective of including 5mC in this study is to use it as a reference point to see the effect of TET-catalyzed 5mC products on the B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition. The oxidative damage of DNA adduct, 8oxG, has also recently been shown to have the ability to promote the Z-DNA formation in the CG hexamers and dodecamers.^[@ref38]^ Therefore, 8oxG--CG5 was studied to gain further insight into how 8oxG affects the B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition of the CG decamer, in a setup similar to that of other epigenetic bases in this study. Due to the narrow phosphate backbone of Z-DNA, the left-handed conformation is energy unfavorable through electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged phosphates in close proximity in the duplex. The addition of cations into the sample solution will help screen the negative charge of phosphates and, in turn, facilitate the formation of Z-DNA. Therefore, salt was gradually titrated to oligo samples in our study to investigate the effect of epigenetic bases on the B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition. For unmodified CG decamer, a full transition to Z-DNA can be observed in the presence of a salt concentration of 4 M. Transition concentration, which is the required concentration of salt for oligo to adopt equimolar of B-DNA and Z-DNA, of the unmodified CG decamer was calculated to be around 2544 mM at 283 K.^[@ref33]^ As expected from 5mC- and 8oxG-containing CG decamers, lower salt concentrations were required for modified duplexes to adopt Z-DNA. Similar to several adducts on the C8 position of guanine that have been associated with Z-DNA promotion, 8oxG also showed the ability to promote B-DNA-to-Z-DNA formation. The addition of carbonyl group to C8 of guanine causes steric hindrance to *anti* conformation of dG residue, which is the glycosidic base conformation present in B-DNA, hence destabilizing the right-handed helix. On the other hand, *syn* dG adopted in Z-DNA is not sterically affected by modification on C8 of guanine. Single 8oxG on both strands of CG decamer renders the salt concentration required for full Z-DNA formation to 2 M as observed in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and reduces the transition concentration of 8oxG--CG5 to 1132 mM at 283 K. The result of 8oxG-containing CG decamer was well aligned with a previous study on 8oxG-containing CG hexamers and dodecamers.^[@ref38]^ 5mC--CG5 has been shown to be able to form Z-DNA more easily than the unmodified counterpart. As shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the transition of B-DNA to Z-DNA in 5mC--CG5 has been observed in the CD spectrum of the sample containing 2 M NaCl with the characteristic negative ellipticity at 295 nm and positive ellipticity at 265 nm, while a similar level of salt cannot facilitate the formation of Z-DNA of unmodified CG decamer. Cytosine methylation has been extensively studied for the scope of its effect on the structure of Z-DNA. Somewhat different from the steric effect of C8-guanosine modification, the promoting effect of 5mC on Z-DNA was explained by hydrophobic interaction between the methyl adduct, which tucked inward the duplex and stacking guanine bases closed to the modified cytosine that help stabilize Z-DNA conformation.^[@ref34]^ The same study has also discussed that a more solvent accessible methyl group of cytosine in B-DNA causes unfavorable contact with water molecules, which, in turn, destabilize the right-handed DNA. Moreover, with a recent report on MD simulation study of methylated CG pentadecamer in B-DNA conformation,^[@ref43]^ steric clash between the methyl and 5′-sugar, i.e., C2′ and its protons, suggests a major contribution to B-DNA destabilization. For the TET-catalyzed 5mC products, namely, 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC, their effects on B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition were not observed ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) in CD experiment. A slight drop in negative ellipticity around 295 nm was observed in 5hmC--CG5, with a salt concentration equal to or above 4 M suggesting partial conformation transition. Near saturation of salt at 5 M has a negligible effect on the Z-DNA formation of 5fC--CG5 and 5caC--CG5. The results from the CD show that there was no Z-DNA-promoting effect of 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC. Compared with the unmodified CG decamer, which fully converts to Z-DNA in the presence of 4 M NaCl, the downstream oxidative products of 5mC seem to impede the formation of Z-DNA as opposed to their Z-DNA-promoting predecessor.

![CD spectra of the unmodified and modified oligomers containing 5mC, 5hmC, 5fC, 5caC, and 8oxG. B-DNA-to-Z-DNA conversion with increased salt concentration was observed with CG5, 5mC-, and 8oxG-containing CG5, while no Z-DNA formation was observed with 5hmC-, 5fC-, and 5caC-containing CG5.](ao0c00120_0007){#fig2}

NMR Studies of 5mC-, 5hmC-, 5fC-, 5caC-, and 8oxG-Containing CG Decamers {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To firmly verify what has been discovered in the CD experiment, one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) ^1^H NMR including nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) and homonuclear Hartmann--Hahn spectroscopy (HOHAHA) were used to investigate the conformation of oligos. Changes in the chemical shift of protons in the 1D NMR spectrum reflect an alteration in the structure of oligos. In our NMR experiment, Na^+^ in the form of salt was titrated to an oligo sample ranging from 50 mM to 1.5 M. Higher salt concentration more than 1.5 M should be avoided due to the hardware limitation. This post limit to NMR study to be unable to obtain useful NMR spectrum at high salt. All NMR spectra of oligos used in this study except for 8oxG--CG5 have shown no significant change with any level of NaCl in the sample. Imino proton signals of 8oxG--CG5 observed with 50 mM NaCl sample shifted with increasing NaCl concentration (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00120/suppl_file/ao0c00120_si_001.pdf)). A similar trend was also observed with G-H8 and C-H6 ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the conformational change to Z-DNA. Full conversion to Z-DNA was observed with the sample containing 1.5 M NaCl, as confirmed with correlation signals from 2D NOESY experiments ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Sequential signal analysis of 2D NMR comprising NOESY and correlation spectroscopy,^[@ref44]^ which has been proved to be informative in assigning conformation of B-DNA and Z-DNA, was performed to identify DNA conformation. For unmodified CG5, 5mC--CG5, 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, and 5caC--CG5, B-DNA was fully adopted in all samples. Different from the rest, 8oxG--CG5 adopted B-DNA conformation at 50 mM NaCl, while an increase in salt concentration led to B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition, which was observed from a strong intraresidual NOE correlation between G-H8 and G-H1′ due to *syn*-conformation of dG in Z-DNA. Full transition to Z-DNA of 8oxG--CG5 in 1.5 M NaCl was confirmed by strong NOE of G-H8/G-H1′ correlation from Z-DNA and the absence of interresidual NOE between G-H8 and C-H1′ of dC in B-DNA conformation. Experimental results from CD and NMR studies are aligned well together. For the case of 8oxG-containing CG decamer with salt at 1 M, the level around transition concentration, NMR spectrum shows the presence of both DNA conformations. For 5mC--CG5, the NMR spectra from the samples with salt up to 1.5 M indicate no Z-DNA formation, which corresponded to the CD experiment that B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition has been shown at the earliest with 2 M NaCl. The rest of the epigenetic base containing CG decamers, CD and NMR experiments are in agreement that 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC do not facilitate Z-DNA formation. On the other hand, if compared with unmodified CG decamer, these methylcytosine oxidative products hinder the B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition. This finding has attracted our attention on how the TET-catalyzed 5mC oxidative products possess different effects contrasted to their precursor. If we consider the way 5mC facilitates B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition based on Z-DNA stabilization through van der Waals interaction between the methyl group and hydrophobic patch of stacking dG and in turn undermining the B-DNA stability via exposing hydrophobic methyl group to the surrounding water molecules, the opposite effect may occur for 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC, which, by nature of substitutions, hydroxymethyl, formyl, and carboxyl, are more polar than methyl. To further investigate and gain more detail on how epigenetic bases affect B-DNA and Z-DNA conformations, MD simulation has been conducted with modified CG decamers.

![Proton NMR spectra of modified oligomers containing 5mC, 5hmC, 5fC, 5caC, and 8oxG. Change in G-H8 chemical shift was observed in 8oxG-containing CG5, indicating the conformation change from B-DNA to Z-DNA, while the formation of Z-DNA was not observed with epigenetic cytosine-containing CG5.](ao0c00120_0002){#fig3}

![NOESY spectra of selected CG decamers in 20 mM phosphate buffer of pH 6.5 and 5% v/v D~2~O (A) 5mC--CG5 with 50 mM NaCl, (B) 5mC--CG5 with 1.5 M NaCl, (C) 8oxG--CG5 with 50 mM NaCl, and (D) 8oxG--CG5 with 1.5 M NaCl.](ao0c00120_0003){#fig4}

MD Simulations of CG Decamers Containing Epigenetic Bases {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------

MD simulations were performed under AMBER 12 on the unmodified and modified CG decamers in both B-DNA and Z-DNA conformations to gain insight into how epigenetic base modification affects the B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition, such as we observed with CD and NMR studies. The cluster analysis on each MD run has been performed and visualized using UCSF Chimera suit.^[@ref45]^ From highly populated clusters, representative frames have been analyzed for potential interaction, especially from modified residues, that may support experimental results. Steric from C8 substitution of dG in *anti* conformation of B-DNA is recognized to be the main force to drive B-DNA-to-Z-DNA conversion, which also seems to be the case for 8oxG-containing CG decamer. From the simulation, 8-oxo has been shown to be in close proximity to H2′/H2″ of the 5′-adjacent C residue, which may cause a steric effect to the B-DNA structure. This is not the case for Z-DNA, explaining the effect of 8oxG in promoting Z-DNA formation. Cytosine methylation has been reported to destabilize the B-DNA conformation by placing hydrophobic methyl accessible to water.^[@ref34]^ In the case of 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC, which contain hydroxymethyl, formyl, and carboxyl, respectively, the effect of methyl would, in turn, be opposite, as these polar substitutions are observed in major groove of B-DNA and can form H-bonding with surrounding water molecules. Clash between H2′/H2″ of the 5′-adjacent G residue and the methyl of 5mC also contributes to B-DNA destabilization,^[@ref43]^ which also poses similar B-DNA destabilization of 5hmC-, 5fC-, and 5caC-containing CG decamers due to steric 5 position substitution on cytosine. For Z-DNA, hydrophobic contact between methyl and purine ring of the 5′-adjacent G residue help increase the stability of the stacking base pair,^[@ref34]^ hence stabilizing the Z-DNA of 5mC--CG5. In the case of TET-catalyzed oxidative products of 5mC, analyses of the representative frames of Z-DNA have shown general trend of the adducts such that they are also in close proximity to H2′/H2″, which can contribute to the steric destabilization of the left-handed conformation. Furthermore, stability penalty from electrostatic repulsion between oxygen atoms of cytosine modifications and nearby electronegative nuclei in Z-DNA conformation could impede B-DNA-to-Z-DNA conversion. In the MD analysis of Z-DNA, hydroxy oxygen of 5hmC appeared close to N7 and N9 of the 5′-adjacent G residue as well as O6 of the 3′-adjacent G residue with distance close to 4 Å ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which is not observed in B-DNA model. In addition to what we observed in the model of 5hmC--CG5, due to sliding of base pairs toward axial of Z-DNA structure, carbonyl oxygens from formyl of 5fC of both strands are pushed close together in the range of 3--4 Å, which may undermine the stability of the duplex as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Comparable to 5fC, negatively charged carboxyl of 5caC in both strands of 5caC--CG5 duplex is moved in close proximity, hence destabilizing the Z-DNA conformation through electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged substitutions. Observation from the MD simulation of the epigenetic base containing CG decamers helps explain the effect of 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC on hampering the Z-DNA formation.

![Partial structure of 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, and 5caC--CG5 (modified C and adjacent 5′ and 3′ G) from MD simulations in B-DNA (top) and Z-DNA (bottom) conformations. The modified cytosine residues are shown with colored heteroatoms. The red dash lines in Z-DNA models indicate a potential clash between cytosine modifications and neighboring bases.](ao0c00120_0005){#fig5}

Free Energy Comparison between B-DNA and Z-DNA of CG Decamers Containing Epigenetic Bases {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To gain more insight into the energy terms of both B-DNA and Z-DNA of 5mC--CG5, 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, 5caC--CG5, and 8oxG--CG5, MM-PBSA analysis was performed to calculate the free energies of the modified oligos in both conformations along with unmodified CG5. The energy differences between Z-DNA and B-DNA (Δ*G*~ZB~) of each oligo in various salt concentrations ranging from no salt to 4 M salt are reported in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. Free energy calculation was generally consistent with the results from CD and NMR experiments such that B-DNA is more energetically favorable than Z-DNA, except for 8oxG--CG5. In the case of 8oxG--CG5, the calculation outcome deviates from the experimental result and overestimates that Z-DNA is more stable than canonical B-DNA even without NaCl, represented by a negative value of Δ*G*~ZB~. As a result of increasing NaCl concentration, the differences in energy between Z-DNA and B-DNA of 5mC--CG5, 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, and 5caC--CG5 are reduced. This result is in agreement to the fact that Na^+^ help screen negative charges of phosphate backbone in Z-DNA, therefore stabilizing the left-handed conformation. Nevertheless, B-DNA of 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, and 5caC--CG5 remain more energy favorable even with the salt up to 4 M as indicated with calculated Δ*G*~ZB~ equal to 13.68, 17.52, and 13.45, respectively. This calculation supports the experimental result that 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC do not have a Z-DNA-promoting effect and cannot facilitate B-DNA-to-Z-DNA conversion. In the case of 5mC, although MM-PBSA calculation underestimates the effect of methylation on B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition, e.g., in CD experiment, 2 M NaCl was sufficient to promote Z-DNA formation of 5mC--CG5 but the calculated Δ*G*~ZB~ is positive and describes 5mC--CG5 as less favorable for Z-DNA conformation when compared to the unmodified CG5, the free energy calculation indicates some degree of Z-DNA-promoting effect from the methyl substitution such that in the case of 4 M salt, Δ*G*~ZB~ was 0.96, suggesting comparable energy level of B-DNA and Z-DNA. While the free energy obtained from MM-PBSA has shown a slight discrepancy to experimental studies, the calculation described a similar trend to what we have found with CD and NMR. Ranking of Δ*G*~ZB~ suggests that 8oxG is the most potent modification to promote Z-DNA formation, followed by 5mC, while relatively large, positive Δ*G*~ZB~ of the rest of modified oligos indicate that 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC do not have Z-DNA-promoting effect, as their precursor has.

###### Free Energy (kcal mol^--1^) Values of Unmodified and Epigenetic Base Containing CG Decamers Calculated Using MM-PBSA

              0.0 M NaCl   0.2 M NaCl   2.0 M NaCl   4.0 M NaCl                                                                                 
  ----------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ----------- -------- ----------- ----------- -------- ----------- ----------- --------
  5mC--CG5    --4848.57    --4843.00    5.57         --4846.43    --4849.05   2.62     --4845.92   --4847.40   1.48     --4849.06   --4848.10   0.96
  5hmC--CG5   --4950.50    --4930.36    20.14        --4933.86    --4950.56   16.70    --4934.38   --4948.55   14.17    --4950.09   --4936.41   13.68
  5fC--CG5    --5040.77    --5019.00    21.77        --5022.51    --5041.58   19.07    --5021.50   --5039.06   17.56    --5041.20   --5023.68   17.52
  5caC--CG5   --5157.58    --5139.76    17.82        --5144.46    --5158.94   14.48    --5142.62   --5156.54   13.92    --5158.17   --5144.72   13.45
  8oxG--CG5   --5021.14    --5021.41    --0.27       --5024.25    --5021.53   --2.72   --5024.08   --5020.33   --3.75   --5021.55   --5025.11   --3.56
  CG5         --4647.07    --4649.11    2.04         --4649.62    --4649.81   0.19     --4649.63   --4648.75   --0.88   --4650.83   --4649.17   --1.66

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

The epigenetic 5mC was discovered to be a modification that plays an important part in complex genetic regulation process. By historical context, the removal of 5mC was believed by the research community that passive dilution via replication and base excision was the only mechanistic means. With advances in detection technique along with further insight into how TET works, oxidative products of 5mC including 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC were identified and their production has been known to regulate the presence of 5mC in genome. In addition to 5mC reversal, expanding evidence suggests the epigenetic role of TET-catalyzed 5mC products such that they may have their own role in gene regulation. Replacing 5mC on DNA strand with its oxidative products causes changes in term of chemical feature, local structure, and perhaps global structure, which, in turn, alter the function of macromolecules. For instance, stabilization^[@ref46]^ and destabilization^[@ref47]−[@ref49]^ of DNA duplex by TET-catalyzed 5mC products have been reported in separate studies, hence may provide diverse effects on DNA integrity and function. It has been reported that lost recognition of 5hmC to DNA binding protein such as MeCP2, transcription repressor MBP, hints release of gene repression by 5mC.^[@ref50]^ Different excision rate of 5mC products by thymine DNA glycosylase^[@ref51]^ (TDG), which demethylates 5mC, was also an outcome of TET catalysis. A study on DNA polymerase β fidelity and activity in the presence of 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC has been reported recently, with unaffected fidelity for all base modifications but dramatic drop in efficiency for 5caC. Global effect of epigenetic bases on DNA conformation is also another interesting outcome that may implicate epigenetic regulation as demonstrated in 5mC which stabilizes G-quadruplex DNA in *bcl-2* promoter.^[@ref52]^ Z-DNA conformation is our focus since epigenetic bases, i.e., 5mC and 8oxG, and CpG, repeated as CG islands found in transcription starting site involved in an epigenetic event,^[@ref53],[@ref54]^ are both Z-DNA-promoting factors. Additionally, there are several studies that demonstrate the necessity of Z-DNA-forming sequences in gene expression^[@ref16],[@ref55]^ and repression.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ In summary, according to the result from this study, no TET-catalyzed oxidative products of 5mC facilitates B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition. Intriguingly, 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC seem to inhibit Z-DNA formation in our setting when compared to unmodified CG decamer. The insight obtained here recaptured 5mC as Z-DNA promoter while described its oxidative product as suppressor. This finding has lit interesting prospect on potential of Z-DNA involvement in mechanistic control over epigenetic regulation as a switch-on/switch-off process through B-DNA-to-Z-DNA transition as proposed in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. In addition to chemistry alteration and local structure change that modify DNA function, conformational control through Z-DNA could be another mechanism in epigenetics. Nevertheless, an extensive study is mandatory to answer this initial hypothesis. A near-physiological in vitro setting such as a B--Z transition study with Z-DNA binding protein at low salt concentration would be the next step to verify what has been found in this study before extrapolating the effect of 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC on Z-DNA to in vivo setting. Subsequently, cellular imaging of DNA conformation and gene expression studies with the presence of epigenetic bases is our next step. This work serves as a preliminary stage toward a more insightful investigation of the role of Z-DNA in epigenetic regulation.

![Z-DNA switch-on/switch-off model regulated by methylated cytosine and its TET oxidative products.](ao0c00120_0001){#fig6}

Methods {#sec4}
=======

Epigenetic Bases Containing Oligomers {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------

Oligomers including the unmodified CG5, 5mC-, 5hmC-, 5fC-, 5caC-, and 8oxG-containing CG5 were purchased from Hokkaido System Science. Each oligomer contains single modified base at C5 for all modified cytosines, and G6 for 8oxG ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) CG5 sequence has been used as a model in this study for comparison purposes with previous works on the modified base capable of promoting Z-DNA formation. The synthesized oligomers were purified by HPLC and characterized by mass spectrometry in negative ion mode. Mass spectra of 5mC--CG5, 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, 5caC--CG5, and 8oxG--CG5 showing *m*/*z* 3043.29, 3059.38, 3057.40, 3073.38, and 3045.28, respectively, indicate the correct identity of the modified oligonucleotides.

Circular Dichroism {#sec4.2}
------------------

CD spectra of CG5, 5mC--CG5, 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, 5caC--CG5, and 8oxG--CG5 were obtained by Jasco J-815 CD spectropolarimeter with CDF-426L/15 temperature controller. Samples with oligomer concentration of 20 μM were prepared in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4 with NaCl concentration ranging between 50 mM and 5 M and were contained in sample cells with 1 mm path length. CD spectrum of each sample was recorded from 230 to 310 nm at 283 K with five accumulations and a scanning rate of 50 nm min^--1^. Transition from B-DNA to Z-DNA can be monitored by change in the CD signal of B-DNA to Z-DNA. Observable from CD, B-DNA shows the characteristic positive ellipticity at approximately 280 and a negative ellipticity at approximately 250 nm. CD spectrum of Z-DNA shows a hallmark negative ellipticity at approximately 290 nm and a positive ellipticity at approximately 250 nm.

NMR {#sec4.3}
---

NMR experiments were performed with a 600 MHz NMR spectrometer (AVANCE-600, Bruker Biospin). At 283 K, conformation of the oligomers (approximately 50 μM oligo samples of CG5, 5mC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, 5caC--CG5, 8oxG--CG5, and 30 μM sample of 5hmC--CG5 in 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 6.5 and 5% v/v D~2~O) with different salt concentrations (50 mM, 0.5 M, 1.0 M, and 1.5 M for modified CG5) was characterized by ^1^H NMR, nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY), and homonuclear Hartmann--Hahn spectroscopy (HOHAHA). For NOESY and HOHAHA measurements, mixing times of 300 and 50 ms were used, respectively. The water signal was suppressed by the 3--9--19 pulse sequence.^[@ref56]^ The NMR data on the sample with a salt concentration above 1.5 M could not be achieved due to the limitation of the NMR spectrometer.

MD Simulation and Free Energy Calculation {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------------------

Duplexes of 5mC--CG5, 5hmC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, and 5caC--CG5 in B-DNA and Z-DNA conformations were built in Chimera by replacing C5 and C15 of CG5 duplex with the corresponding modified cytosines. G6 and G16 of CG5 duplex were replaced with 8oxG to yield the 8oxG--CG5 structure. PDB coordinates of the modified CG5 were used in AMBER 12 for further preparation of MD simulation. Antechamber and Parmchk equipped in AMBER 12 were then applied to parameterize force field of 5mC, 5hmC, 5fC, 5caC, and 8oxG. Atom types were consistent with the parm99.dat force field. Coordinates and force-field parameters of the modified bases were loaded into tleap to generate topology and coordinate files with TIP3PBOX for MD simulation. Note that in the case of 5caC-containing CG5, the carboxylic protons were removed and thus prepared as carboxylates since this is the form they are present under physiological conditions. The simulation protocol started with minimizing the energy of the whole system with 50 steps of steepest descent and then 950 steps of conjugated gradient minimization. In addition, periodicity with 9 Å cutoff was used in the minimization. Next step, 20 ps MD with the DNA fixed and increase temperature to 300 K was performed to equilibrate water and counterions followed by 100 ps MD in the isothermal--isobaric ensemble (300 K, 1 atm) with a 9 Å cutoff. A further 100 ps MD with decrease harmonic restraint of solute was performed to relax the system. Production runs of 20 ns duration, at constant temperature and constant pressure (300 K, 1 atm), were performed after the final equilibration step. MM-PBSA was used to calculate the solvation free energy of the oligomers in the solution from MD trajectories of both B and Z forms. Snapshots for the MM-PBSA calculation were created from 20 ns MD simulation. The first ns was excluded from the analysis. The rest of 19 ns MD run was used to extract the snapshots in 50 ps intervals, yielding 190 snapshots per MD trajectory. Salt concentrations 0.0, 0.2, 2.0, and 4.0 M were assigned in the MM-PBSA input script for the calculation of the free energy of oligos with different salt concentrations.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c00120](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c00120?goto=supporting-info).Proton NMR spectra of the oligonucleotides and MM-PBSA energy term of the oligonucleotides; 1D ^1^H NMR of CG5, 5mC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, 5caC--CG5, and 8oxG--CG5 in 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 6.5 and 5% D~2~O with 50 mM, 500 mM, 1 M, and 1.5 M (with exception of CG5) NaCl; MM-PBSA energy term of CG5, 5mC--CG5, 5fC--CG5, 5caC--CG5, and 8oxG--CG5 in B-DNA and Z-DNA with the ionic strength of 0 mM, 0.2 mM, 2.0 M, and 4.0 M NaCl ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00120/suppl_file/ao0c00120_si_001.pdf))
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